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CaBuReRa 
Capacity Building Relay Race 

www.caburera.org 
 
Objectives: 
* To reduce youth unemployment in the Mediterranean area through the promotion of mobility and 
vocational education of young people, building their capacities in the sectors of needs analysis and project 
management at Mediterranean level 
* To promote collaboration through mobility and professional development of 90 young people 
* To support the co-development of civil society organizations and local authorities 
* To develop an active Mediterranean networking 
* To promote active citizenship and intercultural dialogue 
 
Activities: 
* 4-month mobility period for 90 young people doing activities related to project management at Euro-
Mediterranean level 
* 2-month internship for 60 young unemployed 
* Training on needs analysis and project management for 90 young people 
* Development of a strong Mediterranean network (cross-borders & cross-sectors)  

 
Follow the project IN ACTION – Watch the VIDEO  

Results: 
* CaBuReRa Press Conference 
* Youth Mobility as a tool for intercultural dialogue 
* Stating the importance of dialogue in Euro-Mediterranean area 
* CaBuReRa Open Platform: interactive tool that you can consult to interact with participants, leave your 
idea, learn more about project management, policies and funding opportunities at Euro-Mediterranean level 
* Handbook on project management at Euro-Mediterranean level developed by the participants 
* CaBuReRa – Recommendation policy for improving synergies on youth mobility programmes 
 
  Partners: 
* Coordinator: CESIE (Italy) 
* Region of Sicily (Italy) 
* Kendro Merimnas Oikoyenias kai Pediou, KMOP (Greece) 
* Portuguese Association for Young Entrepreneurs, ANJE (Portugal) 
* Al-Hayat Center for Civil Society Development (Jordan) 
* Union of municipalities of Hermel (Lebanon) 
* Juhoud for community and Local Development (Palestinian Authority) 
 
Date of project: 01/01/2014 - 30/04/2016 
  
Joint Managing Authority: ENPI CBC Med Programme, Autonomous Region of Sardinia 
 
Contact: CESIE: partnership@cesie.org 
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